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I’ve lost count of the number of times 
last season that I saw the opposition 
with players on the bench for the 
whole match without getting them on 
the pitch at all. I hate to see this and 
my heart goes out to those unlucky 
benched souls who have been so keen 
all week to come along to a game and 
play in it, only to find that they “aren’t 
going to play this week”.

What must the parents think? They 
have given up their Saturday morning to 
take their excited son or daughter to a 
game, only to end up taking them home 
disappointed at not playing.

How many of you feel that you do 
your players justice by making sure 
every single one of them gets a fair 
amount of time on the pitch? I can hold 
my hands up here and admit to the 
mistakes I made when I first started 
coaching. Back then I know I was guilty 
of having players sitting on the bench 
when they should have been getting a 
game, particularly when the team was 
1-0 up and I wanted that win more than 
I should have done.

But I wasn’t like that for long. My own 
sons started telling me they would hate 
to sit on the bench, so I made sure it 
didn’t happen again and all my players 
and the team benefited from this 
change of policy.

When I speak to other coaches about 
this, some of them justify their decisions 

Don’t Bench Them
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In this issue... TIP OF THE WEEK

Keep It Fresh
Keep training games fresh by making 
small changes when you feel players 

are becoming complacent and 
making unforced errors. This can be 
as simple as changing the number 

of attackers or defenders, or getting 
one team to defend a goal with 

a keeper and the other to defend 
two small goals without keepers.

by saying the players are not good 
enough to get a game and will perhaps 
play later on in the season. This is a 
classic excuse but it doesn’t hold water.

Who are we to say a young player 
is not good enough to play a game of 
soccer? I can never understand why 
the parents of these players pay their 
money and support a club that treats 
their child in such a way.

At the beginning of every season I tell 
every player they will play at least 50 
per cent of every game, and I work out 
schedules depending on the size of the 
squad and age of the players.

I want to see my players develop 
over the course of a season and if they 

are not playing in matches how is that 
possible? There is nothing more soul 
destroying than always being told you 
are going to be the substitute.

Give young players the benefit of the 
doubt and the confidence this gives 
them will help them in their quest to 
become better players. Deny them this 
chance and they will never recover. Do 
you think you can be judge and jury on 
a young player’s experiences of soccer? 
I think not. Let them all play!

To subscribe to  
Soccer Coach Weekly  
call Duncan Heard on  
+44 (0)1483 892894  
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There is nothing a defender fears 
more than an attacking player 
running at him at pace. Today, 

Franck Ribéry and Arjen Robben are two 
of the standout performers on the world 
stage, with their direct running a key 
to Bayern Munich’s Champions League 
success and domestic double this year.

With the right-footed Ribéry cutting 
in from the left flank, and the left-footed 
Robben doing the same from the right, 
the pair often wrong foot the fullbacks 
marking them before making a run at 
goal. With excellent close control, a drop 
of the shoulder or a trick to help them on 
their way – and with the ability to score 
their fair share of goals as well – both 
were simply unstoppable last season.

Robben and Ribéry love to hog the 
touchline, making the pitch as big 
as possible to ensure the defence is 
stretched. This is a major advantage, as 
they can exploit the space once past 
their marker, but if either is having an 
off day, they will leave enough space for 
their midfielders to break forward. Both 
also rely on a good understanding with 
their fullbacks, who will check their own 

runs while ensuring the wingers in front 
receive good delivery.

But it’s when Ribéry and Robben 
have the ball at their feet and are in 
their stride that they’re at their most 
dangerous. Keeping the ball under 
control when running at speed takes 
practice and it’s not just a case of 
running with their heads down – they 
will always be looking around, assessing 
players who could be in a better 
position, or indeed whether there is an 
opportunity to have a shot at goal.

Both players were at their best during 
the 4-0 trouncing of Barcelona in the 
semi-finals of the Champions League 
this year. Robben had a hand in three of 

the goals and he also netted Bayern’s 
third in a move that showed both players 
at the peak of their powers. Ribéry broke 
from his own half down the left, running 
at speed past three Barça players. He 
squared to Schweinsteiger who found 
Robben on the right. The Dutchman 
then cut inside before netting with a 
trademark low finish.

It was a fantastic team goal scored in 
a break that turned defence into attack 
in seconds – highlighting the importance 
of players who have the ability to run 
with the ball at pace. Show this goal to 
your players and try the activities on the 
following pages to work on their running 
at speed and wing play.

Words by:  
Luke Nicoli
Activities by:  
David Clarke & 
John Williams
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A�fast�breaking�style�helped�Bayern�Munich�to�Champions�League�glory,�thanks�in�no�
small�part�to�the�ability�of�Franck�Ribéry�and�Arjen�Robben�to�run�with�the�ball�at�pace

Born To Run

x Franck Ribéry 
shows his pace 
with the ball 

RUN WITH THE BALL

Running with the ball is not to be confused with dribbling, which requires close 
control and relatively small steps. Running with the ball involves bigger touches 
and longer strides. To do this successfully, your players should…

> Start with a big first touch into space to get the ball out from under feet
> Continue to push the ball forward in stride, using soft touches of the foot 
furthest from the chasing opponent
> Run with the head up, looking forwards to exploit any space that opens up
> Decide what to do with the ball – pass or shoot – before running out of space

Top Tips For running WiTh The Ball 

Arjen 
Robben

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/
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A fast and exciting game that encourages players to spot the space and run through at 
speed with the ball, just like Robben and Ribéry 

Space Invaders

WHY USE IT
This drill is all about seizing 
the opportunity to burst 
into space with a change of 
pace when defenders are 
covering other players.

SET UP
Set up a 25x25-yard square 
with an 8x8-yard square in 
the centre. We’ve used 11 
players in the session. You 
need bibs, balls and cones.

HOW TO PLAY
Split players into three 
teams of three (A, B, and 
C), plus two defenders who 
are in the central zone. Two 
players from each group 
are outside the main zone 
with one inside. Start with 
the A players in each group 
passing to B at the same 
time from outside the zone. 
The B players must dribble 
through the centre zone 
that is guarded by the two 
defenders and then pass to 
C. B exits the square and 
A goes in to receive a pass 
from C. A runs through the 
centre zone and passes out 
to B. C enters the zone and 
A goes out. Keep this going 
and award a point for each 
successful move. Defenders 
try to win the ball and 
dribble out of the square.

TECHNIQUE
This is very game realistic as 
players run with the ball to 
get past defenders. Clever 
players can see the space 
and run through unopposed 
while defenders are trying 
to tackle the other players.

Activity by: David Clarke
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RUN WITH THE BALL

Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot

To start the session 
player A in each 
team passes to the 
B players in the 
large zone

The B players must 
make a decision when to 

run through the centre 
zone and beat the two 

defenders before passing 
to C to score a point

When B has passed 
to C, he swaps 
places with A, who 
goes into the main 
zone to receive a 
pass from C

If the B players can 
coordinate their runs one 
of them should have the 
space to run unopposed 
to the other side

The runners do not 
have to go straight 

across the zone but 
they must enter the 

zone and exit by 
different sides

Replace the defenders 
at regular intervals

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/
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Use these drills to get your players linking up, supporting and making use of the wings in 
three different ways. Soon your wingers could be playing like Ribéry or Robben

Flankers
WHY USE IT
Getting players used to 
passing and moving in 
different parts of the pitch 
is vital to success.

SET UP
Use an area half your normal 
pitch size. We’ve used 
four outfield players and a 
keeper. You can have two 
groups running at once and 
have two or three players 
to swap in on the wings for 
each of the three runs of 
wing play. You need bibs, 
balls and a goal. 

HOW TO PLAY
Defender A passes to 
midfielder C. C then returns 
the ball to the defender, who 
plays a longer pass up to 
attacker D. D plays the ball 
wide to winger B who cuts 
in on the edge of the penalty 
area and shoots at goal. 

In the second run the 
defender A exchanges 
passes with the midfielder C 
before playing down the line 
to the winger B, who crosses 
to the incoming midfielder 
and attacker. 

In the third run, add a 
defender and play on the 
other side of the pitch to get 
the winger crossing on that 
side under pressure from an 
opposition defender.

TECHNIQUE
You want to see good 
communication, passing 
and receiving on and to 
the correct feet. Look for 
players injecting good pace.

Activity by: John Williams
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RUN WITH THE BALL

Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot

Defender A exchanges 
passes with midfielder C 
before passing into the 
feet of the attacker D

Attacker D sets 
up winger B, who 

moves to the edge 
of the area and 
shoots at goal

This time after an 
exchange of passes with  
midfielder C, defender A 
plays the ball down the 
line to winger B

Midfielder C and 
attacker D move into 

position at the far post 
to get on the cross 

from the winger

In the final run add a 
defender and move the 

wing play to the other side. 
Set up an attack where 

winger C is under pressure 
from defender D

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/


THE ART OF COACHING
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Interview
: A

ndy G
reeves

A female coach 
takes on the 
men of a pro 
club in Peru

Women Coaching 
In The Men’s Game

England�Captain�Casey�Stoney�has�won�over�100�caps�for�her�country.�A�qualified�
soccer�coach,�here�she�offers�her�tips�for�women�who�want�to�coach�boys�and�men

6
TIps For 

04 DoN’T JoIN IN
I don’t think we should have an integrated 
sport with men and women playing together 
as there are physical differences that mean in 
the same way that you wouldn’t have a man 
running against a woman in the 100m, then 
nor would you have men playing against 
women in football. Take a step back on 
the training field and don’t get involved in 
playing as some coaches would.

05 GET QUALIFIED
Whether you are involved in coaching boys 
or girls, women coaches who strive to be the 
best will want to get their coaching badges. 
I’ve got up to my level 3 coaching badge. 
I’ve been doing my FA Youth Module 1 and 
2 and need to do my Module 3 that I missed 
because of playing commitments. I want to 
go on to do my A Licence but it probably 
won’t be until after I hang up my boots.

06 ALWAYs HAVE FUN
The key message for anyone involved in 
football coaching is to have fun. Whether 
you are coaching men or women, girls 
or boys, do so with a smile on your face 
because you are part of a great sport. 
Football has the power to change lives and 
more women coaching in the male game 
gives the opportunity to build positive 
messages about what they can do.

01 BELIEVE IN YoUrsELF
It’s sad to say in the 21st century, but female 
coaches will still come up against prejudiced 
attitudes from time to time. I know some 
women who coach men in centres of 
excellence and in some cases, unfortunately, 
they have experienced sexism. You have to 
be strong and you can’t let old fashioned 
views deter you as a coach. Good coaches 
are good coaches, it’s as simple as that.

02 CoACH THE sAME WAY
At a young age, I don’t think you need to 
tailor coaching differently, whether you are 
working with girls or boys. They are young 
footballers and gender doesn’t come into 
it. The crucial thing to bear in mind is their 
age. For children you have to be a lot more 
encouraging, a lot more patient and you 
have to allow for a lot more mistakes. When 
they get older you can be more demanding.

03 KEEp IT EQUAL
Being a female coach doesn’t mean you 
know any less about the game than a male 
coach, though sadly you probably have to 
prove that more often. The old adage is 
probably true that if you treat your players 
as equals, eventually you will be treated as 
an equal yourself as a coach. I’d hope that 
within football, one day equality will come 
totally as standard, for coaches and players. 

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/


Much maligned by weekend 
soccer pundits, zonal marking 
was not just designed for teams 

at the very top of the game, it’s a system 
that can be used at every level, even in 
grassroots youth soccer. 

The system has its champions and 
critics, but its use is often just a matter 
of taste. Many coaches utilise the system 
very effectively, no more so that Rafa 
Benitez. When he was manager of 
Liverpool he was a big advocate of zonal 
marking, helping the club to achieve 
one of the best records at defending set 
pieces in the Premier League.

Should you try using this system at 
grassroots level? Yes, particularly if your 
players regularly struggle to hang on to 
the attackers they are marking, or if they 
fail to organise themselves each time 
they face a corner or free kick. Given a 
set position, your players will grasp what 
they have to do and respond well to their 
part of the defensive responsibility. 

That’s because, when using zonal 
marking, defending becomes a collective 
responsibility for the team rather than 
an individual one. Some go as far as to 
argue that the success or failure of the 
system is dependent on a coach’s ability 

to explain the concept to his players.
“When you talk about man-to-man 

[marking], it’s very easy for the manager 
to say it’s your responsibility, and that’s 
it,” explains Benitez. “But when you talk 
about zonal marking, in reality you as a 
manager take responsibility. You have 
to explain [to your players] what to do 
and how they will do it... But obviously, 
if you do it well, it’s a good system for 
defending.”

The point of zonal marking is to 
protect the space around the goal by 
assigning each of your players a role that 
they can adopt without thinking each 
time the situation requires it. In full zonal 
marking you have two players on the 
posts, three men along the six yard line 
with another three men in front of them 
and one further ahead around the edge 
of the D. One man remains up the pitch 
as the ‘out ball’.

So they are not colliding, the zone 
players only move forwards and towards 
the space around them in an attempt to 
go for the ball. The keeper is also much 
freer to come and claim it. Depending 
on the trajectory of the ball, the players 
attack the space around them if the ball 
is close enough to warrant action. 

There are variants of zonal marking, 
notably a hybrid where you assign 
someone (your biggest and best header 
of the ball) to mark the opposition’s 
aerial danger man, but obviously you 
need to know the opposition well to 
identify such a threat.

If you’re thinking of employing zonal 
marking, remind your players it takes 
time and practice to work the system to 
perfection and don’t be tempted to give 
up the first time it goes wrong. Use the 
activities on the following pages and drill 
your team to understand the system.

“It is a difficult thing to coach. It’s 
more complex than man-to-man but 
it is more effective. But it’s only more 
effective if it’s covered comprehensively 
and players understand 
not only their roles but 
the roles of others”
– Former FA technical director 
Howard Wilkinson on the 
strengths of zonal marking

Words by:  
Mike Pattenden
Activities by:  
Michael Beale & 
David Clarke
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Is�there�a�place�for�zonal�marking�in�youth�soccer?�Many�young�players�respond�well�to�
the�system�because�once�they�understand�the�role,�they�are�not�pulled�out�of�position

In Defence of Zonal Marking

x Benitez made 
good use of 
zonal marking 
at Liverpool

ZONAL DEFENDING

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/


Use this effective training drill to help your young players understand the benefits of using 
zonal marking at corners

Attack Your Space

WHY USE IT
This is the way Rafa Benitez 
would defend a corner using 
his favoured zonal marking 
system. In grassroots soccer 
the defenders would line up 
and attack the space in a 
zone in front of them – they 
wouldn’t go backwards, just 
forwards.

SET UP
Use half of your normal 
pitch. We’ve used 12 players 
in this session and you will 
need bibs, balls and a goal.

HOW TO PLAY
For the defending team you 
need seven players plus a 
goalkeeper in the penalty 
area and one player outside 
as an outlet for the defending 
team. The attacking team 
has a corner taker, plus two 
attackers in the penalty 
area. The defending players 
must make sure that as 
the ball comes in from 
the corner they cover 
those areas marked in the 
diagram. The movement of 
the attackers is irrelevant and 
they only defend against 
them if the attacker enters 
the defending player’s zone.

TECHNIQUE
This is a very regimental way 
of defending and can be very 
effective to cover the whole 
of the penalty area in front 
of goal. It is very good for 
grassroots teams and the only 
way an attack will breach the 
defence is if a good cross can 
get the attacker behind the 
defence.

Activity by: David Clarke
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The defending team should 
set up like this and each 
player should defend the 
area in front of them by 
attacking the space if an 
attacker moves into it

Here the corner goes 
into the zone of the 
front defender, who 
attacks it and clears it 
before the attacker can 
get on the ball

A ball into the heart  
of defence can be the 
hardest to clear and players 
must try to head any ball in 
their zone under pressure 
from an attacker

Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot

The attackers should 
move around and have a 

game plan with the corner 
taker to move into the 

area he is crossing into

This player is the outlet 
for the defenders. If 

they can get the ball to 
him, a counterattack is 

very much on the cards

ZONAL DEFENDING

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/
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Once your players understand the concept of zonal defending, this game allows you to put 
the system into context and gets them playing a game with lots of corners

Let’s Stick Together

WHY USE IT
The defending team is 
coached how to get into 
formation in a match when 
they have lost the ball and 
how to quickly assemble a 
zonal defence. After using 
our first session, run this 
and allow players to make 
decisions on where to 
defend at corners.

SET UP
Use a playing area of 40x40 
yards. You need a coned off 
area of 20x20 yards in front of 
one of the goals. We’ve used 
14 players. You need bibs, 
balls, cones and two goals.

HOW TO PLAY
Play 7v7 including keepers. 
Each team takes turns 
to attack and defend 
the coned off area. The 
defending team must be in 
the box when they haven’t 
got the ball, and if they put 
it out of play anywhere it 
is a corner against them. 
The attacking team plays 
normally but can’t score 
from outside the box. If 
the attacking team put the 
ball out it goes dead and 
restarts with their keeper. If 
the defending team win the 
ball, they can break out and 
counterattack. At corners 
the defenders should set up 
to zonal mark as shown in 
the previous session.

TECHNIQUE
Players use zonal marking at 
corners and when defending 
the box, learning where to 
support and where to mark.

Activity by: Michael Beale
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Start with a pass from the keeper 
of the attacking team to a team-
mate and the game goes live on 
his touch. The attackers have three 
attacks before the teams switch

If a defender puts 
the ball out of play 
anywhere on the pitch, 
a corner is given and 
defenders must set 
up for the corner in a 
zonal pattern

If the defending team 
win the ball they can 

counterattack and move 
outside the coned off area

Player movement Ball movement Run with ball Shot

The defenders must get 
into position to cover all 

areas of the box. Here 
they opt for two banks of 

three defenders

The corner taker is aiming 
for the centre of the box 

to maximise his team’s 
chances of scoring

ZONAL DEFENDING

http://www.soccercoachweekly.net/
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No.2: Clocks A simple warm-up that is suitable for players of any age range, it will soon 
have your team using effective one touch passing
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WARM-UP

Start with the player in 
the middle who passes 
to one of the players 
around the circle

The player he swaps with 
must get quickly into the 
centre to receive the ball 

and pass it to the next 
player anti-clockwise 

around the circle

Immediately the 
pass gets away, the 

centre player swaps 
position with the player 

clockwise from the 
player he passed to

Players continue to 
pass anti-clockwise 
and swap position with 
the player clockwise

Try and get players 
to use one touch 

to get the ball 
around the clock

SET UP
Use your players to create a circle of 
around 10 yards in diameter. Place 
cones around the circle where each 
player should stand, or go inside the 
centre circle and get the players to 
take a few steps forwards to get the 
right size. We’ve used eight players.

HOW TO PLAY
Place one of the players in the 
centre. Give the outside players 

numbers going around the circle 
like a clock. The middle player starts 
with the ball and passes to one of 
the circle, then immediately moves 
to switch play with the next number 
on the clock. The player coming 
on receives the ball and passes 
anti-clockwise around the clock 
and swaps with the next clockwise 
player. Eventually you want to get 
players getting the ball around the 
clock with one touch for each player 

and then you really will have a 
Brazilian warm-up on your hands.

TECHNIQUE
Although simple in execution, this 
uses key elements of awareness, 
movement, passing, receiving and 
first touch control. Depending on 
the age and development of your 
players, the ideal is to get one touch 
passing and movement so the 
session is quick and continuous.

Soccer Warm-ups

DIFFICULTY RATING

Great for any age group once 
players have got into the swing 
of passing one way and running 
the other. You can use any 
number of players and add more 
as they turn up for training.

HH
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THIS WEEK: Expert advice for coping with a player who has a fiery temperament, and 
how to tactfully approach a coach whose methods need updating

Your Problems Solved

Soccer Surgery
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            One of my players is extremely aggressive 
towards opponents and team-mates alike. How 
can I change his persona on the soccer pitch?

“
”

Q

A If you want to know why certain players 
are angry and aggressive towards others, 

it’s often a good idea to start by taking a look 
at the parents. In my experience, if a child has 
grown up in a fractious and temperamental 
environment, he or she is likely to show similar 
characteristics. That’s for two reasons – firstly, 
there’s a genetic trigger or short fuse that sees 
a child ‘explode’; secondly, it’s become accepted 
that behaving in that way is the norm. 

So while you might determine that the 
child is not to blame, that doesn’t excuse 
aggressive behaviour at soccer. Any youth sport 
environment must have safety as its primary 
objective before anything else, even enjoyment. 
Failing to suppress this anger and aggression is 
putting other kids at risk, so it’s time to act.

Of course, if you’re dealing with a mindset 

that has been well cemented over a number 
of years, it may not be a quick fix, but your 
first action must be to communicate, to the 
whole group, the fact that this is a calm, fun, 
easygoing environment. Explain that we all get 
frustrated, and that any child who feels this way 
can step to one side to get composed, or come 
to you for a chat.

Explain the recriminations for those who 
don’t abide by this – removal from the activity 
or the game, and repeated removal for every 
subsequent offence. Work with all parents and 
explain this course of action, but make it a group 
policy from the outset rather than inferring that 
this one child is being singled out.

Answered by Jane Williams, a behavioural 
therapist from Wilmington, Delaware, USA

GET YOUR SOCCER PROBLEMS SOLVED
If you have a coaching problem or a training dilemma that you want the 

experts at Soccer Surgery to cure, send your queries to Soccer Coach Weekly… 
editor@soccercoachweekly.net

Put a stop to aggression 
before the ref does

”

            A fellow coach 
has some outdated 
methods. How do I 
recommend that he 
updates his material 
without offending?

“ Q

A It’s not a conversation many of 
us would relish, but you need to 

remember that unless a coach is offering 
something that’s timely, informed and 
of absolute use to the children under his 
control, then that tuition is of questionable 
benefit to anyone. 

The problem with soccer coaching is that 
the vast majority of it is voluntary. I’ve known 
coaches who adopt the ‘beggars can’t be 
choosers’ philosophy when it comes to what 
they offer kids, but using new material and 
exploring new coaching methods should be 
as inspiring for the coach as it is the kids.

Maybe start by lending the coach some 
modern coaching material – pointing him 
towards Soccer Coach Weekly would be a 
great way to start! That might be all he needs 
to feel inspired and try out some new ideas.

If he continues to repeat the same old drills 
and outdated principles, perhaps you could 
combine one of his sessions with one of your 
own so he can see your methods in practice? 
If that’s not possible, you might simply have 
to be upfront about recommending subtle 
tweaks to what he does.

Most coaches who end up going through 
the motions are simply short of inspiration 
and ideas. I’m sure, with your help, both he 
and his players can get back on track quickly.

Answered by Dean Cannon, an FA level 2 
qualified coach
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Coaching 
methods get 
outdated too
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Do Coaches Get The 
Credit They Deserve?
THIS WEEK’S DEBATE: Coaching can be a huge commitment that many in youth 
soccer have to fit in alongside their own day jobs and parental responsibilities. But  
is it a thankless task? Should coaches get more credit for the work that they do?

“ 

I think any coach 
looking to get into 

youth soccer for respect and 
recognition should probably 
look elsewhere. It is often 
a thankless task, involving 
late nights, early mornings, 
paperwork, anonymous parents, 
and management of kids whose 
attitude can vary from wildly 
enthusiastic to largely passive! 

I often think coaches are seen 
in a similar way to referees: 
anonymous when they do 
well, criticised and ready to be 
strung up when something goes 
wrong! I also believe parents 
sometimes think their children 
develop irrespective of our 
efforts, not because of us!

I’ve known coaches who have 
left the sport because, despite 
spending time around kids each 
week, they’ve actually found the 

whole experience quite lonely. 
Coaches only really mingle 
with their peers before or after 
matches or at events, and the 
social aspect of the sport is very 
different at the coaching level 
than it is for the kids themselves.

There’s also a lot of stress 
involved in coaching too. As 
coaches, we invest an incredible 
amount of time and effort 
in the children, and we care 
passionately. For some it’s 
results, for others it’s seeing 
kids develop and grow, but 
either way it’s a job that doesn’t 
just end on the training pitch.

I’m not saying that coaches 
need a pat on the back at 
every turn, but in a world of 
documents and directives 
and administration, it would 
definitely be quite nice to 
receive something back.

Nic Sheppard 

Forest Youth Under 13s

“Coaches are seen in a similar 
way to referees. They are 
anonymous when they do well 
but they are criticised and 
ready to be strung up when 
something goes wrong!”

“ 

”

NO, COACHES ARE UNDERVALUED

HAVE YOUR SAY

Vote at www.facebook.com/SoccerCoachWeekly or 
Tweet your opinion to @SoccerCoachWeek or email 
your thoughts to editor@soccercoachweekly.net

Here are the results of a poll 
we ran in a previous issue of 
Soccer Coach Weekly, when 
we asked the question: 
Does spending more make 
your players better?

75% said yes
25% said no

HOW YOU VOTED   
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THE BIG DEBATE

YES, COACHES ARE AppRECiATED

Neil Smith 

Queensland Saints

“I think the true value of 
coaches is starting to be 
realised. A coach is no 
longer just ‘someone’s dad’ 
– he’s actually someone 
who can really help kids”

I think there is growing 
recognition that 

coaches have a real influence 
over the lives of the kids they 
work with – and not just in 
terms of their soccer. I think 
the true value of coaches is 
starting to be realised. A coach 
is no longer just ‘someone’s 
dad’ – he’s actually someone 
who can really help kids.

Sometimes the credit comes 
in the smallest packages. I think 
coaches accept they’re not 
going to get a standing ovation 
from players but if the credit is 
packaged as a ‘thank you coach’ 
gesture by kids, and maybe the 
same from parents, then it does 
feel as if it is all for a reason.

I’ve found that those coaches 
who don’t feel appreciated 
are usually those who insist on 
ploughing a lone furrow through 

their soccer coaching. It can 
certainly be a lonely existence, 
unrewarding even, when a coach 
tries to do it all alone. Coaches 
need to involve parents and 
other volunteers, and must build 
rapport with peers. They need 
a sounding board for problems 
as well as a way to have their 
efforts recognised. When others 
in similar positions recognise that 
effort, it all becomes worthwhile.

I think that coaching is a rather 
one-way job. I’d rather forfeit 
the credit myself if it meant the 
kids were receiving the plaudits 
– that’s where the credit needs 
to go, and we do indirectly feed 
off of that. It’s a bit like being 
an anonymous benefactor for a 
local charity. Many of us don’t 
need the adulation – it’s enough 
just to watch the kids 
enjoying themselves.

“ 

”
Do CoaChes Get 
the CreDit they 
Deserve?

www.facebook.com/SoccerCoachWeekly
https://twitter.com/SoccerCoachWeek
mailto:editor%40soccercoachweekly.net?subject=editor%40soccercoachweekly.net
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COACH YOUR PLAYERS THE DUTCH WAY

by MICHAEL BEALEby MICHAEL BEALE

smart coaches use…

Click here 

to download a 

free game

The world's best-selling coaching manual
Improve players' technique • Boost performance • Have fun!

www.coach-soccer.com/64ssgs/index.asp

http://www.coach-soccer.com/64ssgs/indexusd.asp?sReferrer=SCWhousead
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